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At last, we have a historical investigation of the radical protestant treatises of political thought that 

takes us beyond the analysis of a particular text and to the broader corpus of writings. The term 

»monarchomach« was a polemical invention of William Barclay in around 1600 and hardly the basis 

for defining a body of writings. Paul-Alexis Mellet applies instead a series of five, post-facto abstract 

criteria that characterise the radicality of these writings: the right of armed resistance, the rejection of 

tyranny, the triadic covenant/contract between God, people and ruler, and conditional obedience to the 

powers that be. Applying these criteria strictly results in a conveniently manageable ten texts, ranging 

from the well-known, heavily freighted with commentary »Vindiciae contra Tyrannos« (1579) to the 

much less studied »Discours politiques des diverses puissances establies de Dieu au monde« 

(c. 1576). On pragmatic grounds, he excludes from consideration the British monarchomach writings 

as well as those emanating from the catholic League. The criteria are applied, it has to be said, with 

some arbitrariness. The arguments, for example, for choosing to exclude »Le Miroir des François« 

(1581) from consideration (p. 80) rest on the slender foundations of the overall objectives of the work 

(which, a series of dialogues tackling a wide range of subjects from conditional obedience through to 

elective rule, and passing through a devastating critique of how tyrannies are established and their 

impact, is difficult to determine). That means that one should perhaps treat the conclusions about the 

chronological and geographical impact of the 10 treatises he has selected (through the 70 editions that 

he has carefully inventoried from the period 1568–1600) with some reserve. The cut-off date of 1600 

for his analysis, artificially constrains some of the analysis of the impact of these works. His general 

conclusions must, however, be solid enough. The centrality of the period 1571–1580 is not in doubt. It 

does not result so much from the direct impact of the massacre St Bartholomew (the »trauma thesis«, 

which is difficult to sustain, in any case, from the texts themselves, where, with the exception of the 

»Question assavoir s’il est licite sauver la vie aux massacreurs« it is a non-event, or rather an 

assumed »given«). More it is a gradual crescendo of radicalism resulting from the frustrations and 

failures of the early civil wars, coupled with the undeniable fall-out of events outside France in the Low 

Countries, all given renewed focus by what happened after St Bartholomew: the siege of La Rochelle 

(1573) and the serious questioning provoked by the alliance with the malcontents (perhaps over-reified 

as a distinctive political force in this analysis). Also not in doubt is the long after-history of these texts, 

their continuing significance in the period from 1586–1600 similarly emerging from an excellent 

analysis of the evidence for the existence of these works in individual libraries and on the response to 

them from critics (Sorbin, Bodin, Barclay and Chappuys are examined in great detail). The great merit 
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of Paul-Alexis Mellet’s approach is that it allows him to concentrate on teasing out the political context 

of the ten works under discussion as well as putting the different ways in which they orchestrate their 

arguments under the spotlight. Those differences take us to the heart of what makes these works so 

fascinating and so complex. For they were faced with the inevitable dilemmas of working through the 

limits to the radicality of their own propositions. On the one hand (and, for reasons that are readily 

understandable in the sixteenth-century context) they wanted to retain something of the divine 

institution of political rule whilst at the same time maintain that such rulership was subject to limits 

(which might be popular consent, or election). Equally, they were concerned to preserve the 

sovereignty of God’s providence as the ultimate finality of what occurred in the political sphere. Yet, at 

the same time, they wanted to deploy arguments about human »liberty« incarnated in a variety of 

ways, not always well-articulated or fully explored, through respect for the public weal, obedience to 

law, or the decisions of an estates-general. In the protestant »school of armed resistance« the 

monarchomach juridical and religious culture found it more comfortable to argue for the rights of 

magistrates (inferior? elected? – the room for debate was still large) than for the rights of individuals 

(even though »extraordinary vocation« could never be dismissed entirely). Paul-Alexis Mellet is 

acutely sensitive to all the nuances of argument in these texts, these balances between radicalism and 

caution. He helpfully provides the reader with an admirably clear exposition of them, translating the 

Latin texts where appropriate, and supporting the framework of the argument upon an absolute 

mastery of the secondary literature. In the second part of the book, he indicates how this 

superstructure of arguments could be deployed to undermine the moral authority of the French 

monarchy in the 1570s and early ’80s. His analysis of their views on tyranny rests on, but takes us 

beyond, the analysis of Mario Turchetti (that they were not really »monarchomachs« but 

»tyrannomachs«) with a succession of brilliant expositions of their picture of tyranny as a kind of 

cannibalism (»mange-sujet«), on their interpretation of 1 Samuel 8, on kingship and property, and the 

more familiar terrain of the problem of good counsel for a prince and courtly corruption. A further 

chapter explores the underlying political ideal of a constitutional monarchy that motivated 

monarchomach thinking, as represented in these chosen texts, how it might be supported by laws, 

institutions and customs, and how it was reflected (or not) in contemporary practice outside France. 

The final chapter interestingly draws out the ambiguous relationship of these texts with a historic past 

that was mythologised in order to radicalise the ills of the present. In short, this is a magisterial 

analysis of the context, the contents and the reception of protestant political writing which both 

highlights its fundamental ambiguities and also its potential radical power.
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